VITALITY competition winner:
AgVita is pleased to announce the winner of the ‘Where’s AgVita been now?’ competition for the Winter
2017 edition of Vitality magazine. Entries were down due to the difficult location but well done to the
winners. Our winner took a while to get their entry in, and we suspect Telstra may have had a hand in
delayed receipt of the newsletter for some people (our apologies).
The picture was taken in Woolgoolga on the mid-north NSW Coast in a region famous for its blueberry
production. AgVita works with several agronomists, consultants and suppliers in this region providing
timely and accurate soil, plant and water analysis to help grow the best blueberries in Australia. The water
tower is prominently located on the Woolgoolga Lookout, with views in our photos looking south along the
Coffs Coast.
An honourable mention goes to Charles in Victoria who correctly deduced that even though he picked the
name of the location (first correct answer), he probably won’t win the wine as he doesn’t send any work to
AgVita!
A dishonourable mention goes to Cam in NSW who works in this area and who thought he was a chance…
good story about plant sampling the wrong paddock for two hours though…
An unprecedented second dishonourable mention goes to Simon in Tassie who clearly had no idea but spun
a perhaps quite personally reflective story about how the youth of the area still attend these locations for
nocturnal activities involving cars and girls… the fact that he thought it was the Point Cartwright water
tower on the Sunshine Coast in Qld indicates his limited skills in a google search….
A runner-up prize goes to Gus in Sydney who was very quick off the mark in identifying the correct location.
Therefore, congratulations to the winner of this newsletter’s main prize….... Kurt from Tasmania. Well
done Kurt, your entry was correct and thanks for mentioning that Woolgoolga has a curry Fest every year
which does indeed sound awesome. Kurt correctly pointed out that a Tasmanian red will go down well with
a curry…. Your prize is coming in the mail to enjoy with some winter scorchers!!!
Well done to Kurt, Gus, and all those who entered. Keep an eye out for our next competition, where we
hope to find another Big Thing on our travels.

Regards,
The AgVita team
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